
 

Twitter shuts out German neo-Nazi group's
account
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Twitter logo is displayed at the entrance of Twitter headquarters in San
Francisco on March 11, 2011. Twitter said Thursday that it had blocked an
account in a country for the first time, after German police asked the micro-
blogging site to restrict access by a neo-Nazi group.

(AP)—Twitter has for the first time blocked an account using a new tool
that allows it to bar content in individual countries, shutting out a banned
German neo-Nazi group at the behest of local authorities.
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Twitter spokesman Dirk Hensen told The Associated Press in an email
Thursday that the account (at)hannoverticker has been blocked only in
Germany, where its content is considered illegal.

"At the beginning of the year Twitter announced the so-called 'country
withheld content' function, which enables us to remove illegal content in
a particular country while leaving it available for the rest of the world,"
he said.

"In doing this we place great value on transparency; in the case of the
account (at)hannoverticker we used this function for the first time."

For further details, he pointed to the Twitter account of the company's
general counsel Alex Macgillivray, who said in a tweet that the site's
administrators "never want to withhold content, good to have tools to do
it narrowly and transparently."

The (at)hannoverticker account is used by a fringe far-right group,
Besseres Hannover—Better Hannover, which Lower Saxony's state
government banned last month on the ground that it was promoting Nazi
ideals in an attempt to undermine German's democracy.

In a letter posted by Twitter, Lower Saxony authorities asked the
company to "close this account immediately and not to open any
substitute accounts for the organization Besseres Hannover."

The letter said the regional Interior Ministry's ban included an order for
"the closure of all user accounts of the Besseres Hannover group."

Because of its Nazi past, Germany has strict laws prohibiting the use of
related symbols and slogans—like the display of the swastika, or saying
"heil Hitler."
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Lower Saxony Interior Ministry spokesman Frank Rasche said the ban
applied to Besseres Hannover's entire online presence and that similar
letters were sent to YouTube—which also complied—and the
U.S.-based Internet service provider that hosted the group's website.

That site also seemed to be down Thursday, though Rasche said he was
not aware of any reply from the ISP.

"The Web page is hosted in the U.S.A., and that is difficult because it is
known there that extreme right speech is not criminal as it is here," he
said.

The last tweets on the now-blocked Twitter account came on the day
Besseres Hannover was banned, Sept. 25. In that, the group equated
living in present-day Germany with being "rudely awoken and finding
yourself in East Germany"—a communist dictatorship.

When accessing (at)hannoverticker from Berlin on Thursday, there was a
simple notice saying "this account has been withheld in: Germany."

Twitter announced the blocking function in January, insisting its
commitment to free speech remains firm, despite global outrage that the
social media tool of choice for dissidents and activists was being limited.

In this case, Kirsty Hughes, chief executive of the Britain-based free
speech advocacy group Index on Censorship, said Twitter's decision was
more about German laws prohibiting extreme right speech than the
social media company's policy.

"We would argue it is perfectly fair to ban speech that is direct
incitement to violence, but not to ban speech that is just extreme and
doesn't incite violence," she said.
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"However many years after the second world war, the question is, is it
still appropriate, and whether it was ever appropriate (in
Germany)—that's the source of this decision today, rather than Twitter
being where one should point the finger."

Copyright 2012 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material
may not be published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed.
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